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	5 pieces 1 layers pcb prototypes
	Special price for 1 layer
Quantity:5 pieces
Size:≤100mmx100mm
	Price: $45.00
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	5 pieces 2 layers pcb prototypes
	Special price for 2 layer
Quantity:5 pieces
Size:≤100mmx100mm
	Price: $48.00
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	5 pieces 4 layers pcb prototypes
	Special price for 4 layer
Quantity:5 pieces
Size:≤100mmx100mm
	Price: $98.00
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	5 pieces 6 layers pcb prototypes
	Special price for 6 layer
Quantity:5 pieces
Size:≤100mmx100mm
	Price: $268.00
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	5 pieces 8 layers pcb prototypes
	Special price for 8 layer
Quantity:5 pieces
Size:≤100mmx100mm
	Price: $488.00
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	5 pieces 10 layers pcb prototypes
	Special price for 10 layer
Quantity:5 pieces
Size:≤100mmx100mm
	Price: $658.00


    






CY provides an online program to help customer calculate the rigid pcb price, for quantity from 1 to 1000 pieces,
customer can use this program to evaluate the cost of your finished design,and help you choose the technical options.
also customer can use it before starting a project,it can calculate 1-8 layers price,for medium and small quantity run. Please note that these factors will affect the price:

● Layer

● Size

● Quantity

● Copper thickness

● Surface finish

all the pcbs will be tested 100%.and with top⊥ solder mask,

top⊥ silkscreen if necessary.the solder mask color and legend

color will not affect the price.

Click here to start your calculating............


once we confirmed the subtotal price with each other,click below button to do the payment
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CY can fabricate rigid pcbs 1-24 layers,flex pcbs 1-6 layers.For mass production and some special pcbs.or pcbs can't get price online,we consider that it's better to review them case by case to get a detail information lsit,then offer custonmers detail price.
Send us email to get a quotation,see the detail what kind of pcbs we can do,click here 
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CY provide quick-turn assembly service to customers all over the world. We focus on 1-1000 sets PCB assembly.we ensure the product manufacturing term based on below conditions: 
  
1.The strong relationship with the components supplier all over the world. Like Atmel,Micron,TI,NXP,Microchip.etc.that can ensure the components quality and delivery term. 
  
2.CY is located in ShenZhen city,the famous electronic base of the world.that means we can make a custom parts or find out one unusual used parts within very short term.also that means we have cost advantage. 
  
3.The multi-configuration assembly machines and flexible factory operation process ensure that we can finish the production within very short term.there are desk mounter machine for prototypes and common commercial mounter machine for mass production.
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For a finished layout product,we suggest customers to send us below files to get detail offer:

  1.gerber files and fabrication indication like PCB thickness,copper thickness..etc.can   refer the online calculating price page,that is a standard prameters list


  2.BOM,lead free or lead acceptable,other additional indication like add glue….etc

  3.Quantity requirement,that will affect the price and product manufaturing term.


For a new project unfinished layout,we suggest customers to start the project follow below process:


Finish the layout,we do layout service as below:


1).  The complete data customer provide:mechanical drawing&information, DSN,  components libarary(or part number),design rules.

  2). Quote after estimated  the data.

  3). Start design.

  4).  Communicate with cutomer for some technical queries: data reviewing, adjust the layers configure,modify the schematic.


  5).  Afterfinsh place all the components on the correct position. Sent back the file to customer for approval.

  6). After get approval,  start to layout.

  7). Finish the layout job,  QA begin to check the circuit.also send back to customer for approval.

  8). Modify the mistake or  other questions customer specifyed. import the gerber file.

  9). Send all the file to  customer for approval.

  10).Finished the layout

  2.  Finished the total job including  PCB manufacturing,parts sourcing,assembly,even test.


When  the process is clearly,please send files to  inquiry@CYindustrial.com  to get offer. Or contact the  online service sales to get more necessary information.
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